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TheAlteraHardCopyDesignCentergeneratestimingreportsinSynopsysPrimeTime
format. This application note describes the different timing report files and explains
how to interpret them.

Introduction
For the static timing analysis (STA) timing sign-off of a project, an Altera® HardCopy®
Design Center (HCDC) engineer generates 15 corner critical path STA reports of the
core and I/O path with setup and hold time analysis. Each corner contains four
timing reports that include setup and hold time analysis for the core and I/O timing
paths. Therefore, a total of 60 timing reports are delivered to the designer for review
and approval.
The following example shows a timing report structure of a PrimeTime report for a
typical industrial design. The temperature ranges from –40° to 100° C.
1. ff_25d_v095_tn40/
a. cbest/ (fast corner, 0.95 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thin and
narrow metal lines, thick dielectric layers)
b. cworst/ (fast corner, 0.95 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thick and
wider metal lines, thin dielectric layers)
c. rcbest/ (fast corner, 0.95 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thick and
wider metal lines, thick dielectric layers)
d. rcworst/ (fast corner, 0.95 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thin and
narrower metal lines, thin dielectric layers)
e. typical/ (fast corner, 0.95 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from expected
typical metal lines)
2. ss_15d_v080_tn40/
a. cbest/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thin and
narrower metal lines, thick dielectric layers)
b. cworst/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thick and
wider metal lines, thin dielectric layers)
c. rcbest/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thick and
wider metal lines, thick dielectric layers)
d. rcworst/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from thin and
narrower metal lines, thin dielectric layers)
e. typical/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, –40° C with parasitic extraction from expected
typical metal lines)
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3. ss_15d_v080_tp100/
a. cbest/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, 100° C with parasitic extraction from thin and
narrower metal lines, thick dielectric layers)
b. cworst/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, 100° C with parasitic extraction from thick and
wider metal lines, thin dielectric layers)
c. rcbest/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, 100° C with parasitic extraction from thick and
wider metal lines, thick dielectric layers)
d. rcworst/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, 100° C with parasitic extraction from thin and
narrower metal lines, thin dielectric layers)
e. typical/ (slow corner, 0.8 V, 100° C with parasitic extraction from expected
typical metal lines)
The two essential types of timing paths in all of the timing reports are the I/O-register
timing and register-to-register timing paths. For I/O-register timing, the timing slack
depends on the timing budget from the system board. It is constrained by either input
delay or output delay specified by the designer, which may be adjustable by the
designer based on actual system timing. All I/Os must be constrained. For
register-to-register timing, the timing slack is constrained solely by the clock’s
edge-to-edge relation.
In this application note, Altera assumes you have a basic understanding of Synopsys
PrimeTime timing reports. This application note describes HardCopy ASIC-specific
pin and instance names and how timing is reported using various examples.
f

For more information about PrimeTime timing reports, refer to the PrimeTime SI User
Guide.

Core Timing Paths
Core timing paths are those timing paths that are not directly going through a chip
primary port. They are the timing paths from a sequential cell to another sequential
cell. In HardCopy ASICs, the three main types of sequential cells are registers
(D flipflops), memories, and digital signal processors (DSPs).

Register-to-Register
You can identify the setup timing path by Path Type: max and the hold timing
path by Path Type: min in a PrimeTime report. Example 1 is a setup timing
example.
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Example 1. Setup Timing Example (Note 1)

Note to Example 1:
(1) This is a typical register-to-register timing path for setup check.

Example 1 shows a timing path starting from the clock CLK pin of flipflop
modem/qr_tmp, going through its Q pin, two buffer cells, and ending at the data
input D pin of another flipflop, modem/qr.
In HardCopy ASICs, you can identify a flipflop by its cell type DFF_*, and pins CLK,
Q, and D. You can identify a buffer instance by its cell type BUF_D*. If the name of a
buffer instance contains the AST string—for example,
modem/qr_tmp_ASTfhInst7779—it is typically a buffer inserted by the Synopsys
Astro tool. If the name of a buffer instance has a pattern lcell_comb*—for example,
lcell_comb6052—it is a buffer inserted by the Quartus® II software.
The HCDC uses a Synopsys IC Compiler during the backend implementation;
therefore, the name of the instance contains the icc_Place string—for example,
icc_Place_6937/OUT (BUF_D6) is a buffer inserted by the Synopsys IC Compiler.
The typical symbols shown in a PrimeTime report are defined as follows:
■

“&” after an incremental delay number shows that the delay number is calculated
with Resistor-Capacitor (RC) network back-annotation.

■

“*” for Standard Delay Format (SDF) back-annotation

■

“+” for lumped RC

■

“H” for hybrid annotation
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■

“r” in the path column for the rising edge of the signal

■

“f” in the path column for the falling edge of the signal

Most timing reports use ns for the time unit. However, you can use the PrimeTime
command report_units to report all the units, such as capacitance, resistance, time,
and voltage units used by the design.
Clock network delay is the delay from the clock port to the register clock pin. For
phase-locked loop (PLL) clocks in normal compensation mode, the propagation delay
is fully compensated and the clock network delay is expected to be 0.000 without
skew. Skew is caused by the difference in the clock path delay of registers driven by
the same PLL.
Figure 1 shows the register-to-register timing diagram of the timing path shown in
Example 1.
Figure 1. Register-to-Register Timing Diagram for Example 1
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To show how the clock network delays 0.204 and 0.321 are calculated by PrimeTime,
the report_timing -path full_clock_expanded option is used to expand the
timing path shown in Figure 1, resulting in the timing path shown in Example 2 and
Example 3.
Example 2. Clock Network Delay 0.204 and 0.321 Calculations in the Timing Path for Figure 1 (part 1)
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Example 3. Clock Network Delay 0.204 and 0.321 Calculations in the Timing Path for Figure 1 (part 2)

As shown in Example 2 and Example 3, the source clock CLKIN comes into the chip
from the clkin port with latency 0.000. CLKIN goes through the clock I/O instance
pin_clkin and four clock control/mux blocks, with a propagation delay of 1.256. It
then goes into the PLL through the pll_pll/RCLKPIN0checkpin1 pin and gets out
of the PLL through the pll_pll/CCLK2 pin. A negative delay of –3.189 is annotated
as PLL compensation. This number is calculated by the Quartus II software and
obtained from the constraint Tcl script (.tcl) file. After the PLL, the clock propagates
through a series of clock control muxes or clock buffers, before arriving at the
flipflop’s clock pin modem/qr_tmp/CLK with a delay of 0.204. This number is the
clock network delay for the launching clock.
For the capture clock, the clock path shares the same path as the launching clock until
the clock buffer XM0011A_RCLK_10_R34_Q4. From there, the capture clock goes to
different clock branches. The clock eventually arrives at the capture register clock
modem/qr/CLK pin with a clock network delay of 6.831 – 6.510 = 0.321.
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The hold timing for the Example 1 timing path is shown in Example 4.
Example 4. Hold Timing Path for Example 1
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Register-to-Memory Timing Path
Example 5 shows the timing path for register-to-memory.
Example 5. Register-to-Memory Timing Path (Note 1)

Note to Example 5:
(1) This is a typical register-to-memory timing path.

Example 5 shows a timing path starting from the clock pin CLK of flipflop
ileavedata[4], going through its Q pin, a delay cell, three buffers, and ending at
data input pin DINA17 of memory instance ram2. The capture clock pin of ram2 is
E_CLKA.
You can identify the launching flipflop by the cell type DFF_* and the CLK and Q
pins.
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Memory-to-Register Timing Path
Example 6 shows the timing path for memory-to-register.
Example 6. Memory-to-Register Timing Path (Note 1)

Note to Example 6:
(1) This is a typical memory-to-register timing path.

Example 6 shows a timing path starting from clock pin E_CLKB of memory instance
ram129, going through its output pin EABOUT_05, and ending at the data input pin D
of flipflop instance datouthdly[3]. The capture clock pin of datouthdly[3] is
CLK.
You can identify the launching memory by the name ram* and by its cell type
C9250*.
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Register-to-DSP Timing Path
Example 7 shows the timing path for register-to-DSP.
Example 7. Register-to-DSP Timing Path

Note to Example 7:
(1) This is a typical register-to-DSP timing path.

Example 7 shows a timing path starting from the clock pin CLK of flipflop
modem/multb going through its Q pin, two combinational logic cells (type CHLE_*
and type ADDER_*), two buffers, and ending at data input pin INBX0 of DSP instance
mac_mult180647 (type C9550*). The capture clock pin of mac_mult180647 is
CLK_A.
You can identify the launching flipflop by the cell type DFF_* and the CLK and Q pins.
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DSP-to-Register Timing Path
Example 8 shows the timing path for DSP-to-register.
Example 8. DSP-to-Register Timing Path (Note 1)

Note to Example 8:
(1) This is a typical DSP-to-register timing path.

Example 8 shows a timing path starting from clock pin CLK_A of DSP block
mac_mult180647, going through its out pin MAC_OUTB34, six combinational logic
cells and buffers, and ending at the data input pin D of flipflop instance
modem/out12. The capture clock pin of modem/out12 is CLK.
You can identify the launching DSP by the name mac_mult* and by its cell type
C9550*.
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I/O Timing Path
I/O timing paths are those timing paths going through any chip primary input port or
primary output port. For illustration purposes, this application note divides I/O
timing paths into two categories: typical I/O and LVDS.

Typical I/O
The following sections describe input and output I/O timing.

Input I/O Timing Path
Example 9 shows the input I/O timing path to an I/O register.
Example 9. Typical I/O Timing Path to an I/O Register (Note 1)

Note to Example 9:
(1) This is a typical I/O timing path to an I/O register.

In Example 9, the input I/O port name given by the designer is exrw; the capture I/O
register name in the HardCopy ASIC is pin_exrw; the register D pin name is
DATOVR; and the register CLK pin name is CLKIN.
The HardCopy ASIC cell type
C67002_0000000F90C1040298200000108_V33_LVTTL designates that it is a
3.3-V LVTTL type of I/O. The master I/O type given by Altera is C67002, while
0000000F90C1040298200000108 is the specific configuration bit settings for
C67002 in this application.
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PrimeTime takes 15.000 ns as input external delay in Example 9 for its timing
calculation. The number comes from the constraint SDC file, in which the designer
specifies a 15.000 ns input delay:
set_input_delay -add_delay -max -clock [get_clocks {EXCLK}]
15.000 [get_ports exrw]
Example 10 shows the input I/O timing path to a core register.
Example 10. Input I/O Timing Path to a Core Register

In Example 10, the input I/O port name is dischg. It is clocked by the
in_lvds_mode clock.
Data travels out of I/O instance pin_dischg through the CDATA0IN pin, then
travels through buffer pin_dischgASTfhInst10846 and delay cell
pin_dischgASTfhInst8085, then travels through a combinational logic cell
lcell_comb8533, two more delay cells U109 and U115, and ends at the D pin of the
core register top/dischg_q.
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The following cell types are used in HardCopy ASICs:
■

DEL_*—a delay cell that is mainly used for hold time fixing

■

BUF_*—a data buffer that is mainly used for buffering data delay to meet setup
timing

■

CHLE_*—an Altera proprietary logic element that is typically used to construct
combinational logic

■

DFF_*—shows the instance is a D flipflop

The engineering change order (ECO)-inserted buffer or delay cells typically have a
name pattern of U[0-9999]; for example, U109 and U115.

Output I/O Timing
Example 11 shows the output I/O timing path from an I/O register.
Example 11. Output Timing Path from an I/O Register

In Example 11, the launching I/O register name is pin_pn_cnt1; the register CLK pin
name is CLKOUT; and the output I/O port name given by the designer is pn_cntl.
The output external delay –8.090 comes from the designer constraint:
set_output_delay -add_delay -max -clock [get_clocks
{in_lvds_mode}] 8.090 [ get_ports pn_cnt1 ]
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Example 12 shows the output I/O timing path from a core register.
Example 12. Output I/O Timing Path from a Core Register

In Example 12, the launching core register name is rl_inv_rep_ff. Data travels out
of the core register at the Q pin, through two buffers, goes into I/O
pin_pn_rl_invert, and finally arrives at the output I/O port pn_rl_invert.
The designer used the following constraint:
set_output_delay -add_delay -max -clock [get_clocks
{in_lvds_mode}] 5.137 [get_ports pn_rl_invert]
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Bidir I/O Timing
For the bidir I/O port, there is both a data input timing path and a data output timing
path. In addition to these two data paths, there is also an output-enable (OE) control
path similar to Example 13.
Example 13. Bidir I/O Output-Enable Control Path

The Example 13 timing path is similar to Example 12 on page 15 (from a core register).
The difference is that the path is through the output enable control pin
(pin_com_sda/OE), not through the data pin (pin_com_sda/DIN).
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LVDS
The following sections describe the LVDS input and output timing paths.

LVDS Input Timing Path
LVDS macros have built-in registers, which are typically used for
serializer/deserializer (SERDES) receivers and transmitters. In this type of
configuration, they are sequential cells. You can also configure LVDS macros to
bypass the built-in registers and only use them as combinational logic cells.
Example 14 shows the LVDS input timing path.
Example 14. LVDS Input Timing Path

In Example 14, the receiver LVDS instances have the name pattern lvds_rx*. The
typical data input pin name of a receiver LVDS instance is LVDSIN. The typical clock
pin name for a receiver LVDS instance is RXFCLK.
The input external delay Incr 0.000 implies that the designer set the constraint so
that the input data edge and clock edge are edge-aligned when arriving at the chip
boundary. That is, the arriving data edge and the arriving clock edge are switching at
the same time. The constraint must be consistent with the parameter settings in the
HardCopy mapping report INCLOCK_DATA_ALIGNMENT ; EDGE_ALIGNED.
If the data edge and clock edge are center-aligned, the input external delay is typically
a 90° offset; for example, 90/360*0.903 = 0.226 ns.
The actual delay from the input pin lvds_in[10] to the data input of the receiving
register is lumped into the library setup time in the HardCopy ASIC timing model; for
example, 0.611 ns.
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When an input LVDS macro is configured to bypass the built-in register and only used
as combinational logic, the output pin of the LVDS macro is lvds_rx*/DATOVR.
Example 15 is a timing path starting from input port i_data, passing through the
LVDS macro lvds_rx183366, and ending at an I/O register pin_i_data.
Example 15. LVDS Input Timing Path in Bypass Mode

LVDS Output Timing Path
Example 16 shows the LVDS output timing path.
Example 16. LVDS Output Timing Path

Example 16 shows that the transmitter LVDS instances have the name pattern
lvds_tx*. The typical output pin name of a transmitting LVDS instance is LVDSOUT.
The typical clock pin name for a transmitting LVDS instance is TXFCLK.
The timing path starts at clock pin lvds_tx118093/TXFCLK, demonstrating that
lvds_tx118093 is configured as an output register.
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Example 17 shows that an output LVDS macro is configured in bypass mode and the
built-in output register is not used. The timing path starts at the clock pin CLKOUT of
the I/O register pin_o_data, passes through LVDS instance lvds_tx183417, and
ends at output port o_data.
Example 17. LVDS Output Timing Path in Bypass Mode
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Other Timing
In HardCopy ASICs, except for a PLL block, the reset/clear pin of a sequential cell is
typically named ACLR, NCLR, or *CLR* in the timing reports.

Recovery Path
Example 18 shows a recovery path.
Example 18. Recovery Path

In Example 18, Path Type: max implies the path is either a setup or recovery path.
Data ends at the ACLR pin of I/O instance pin_ddio_ina[0]_27; therefore, it is a
recovery path. In addition, library recovery time confirms it is a recovery path.
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Removal Path
Example 19 shows a removal path.
Example 19. Removal Path

In Example 19, Path Type: min implies the path is either a hold or removal path.
Data ends at the ACLR pin of I/O instance pin_ddio_ina[0]_27; therefore, it is a
removal path. In addition, library removal time confirms it is a removal path.

Timing Paths Constrained with set_max_delay and set_min_delay
The set_max_delay and set_min_delay commands are point-to-point timing
exception commands. For example, the command overrides the default single-cycle
timing relationship for one or more timing paths. Other point-to-point timing
exception commands include set_multicycle_path and set_false_path.
1

A set_max_delay or set_min_delay command overrides a
set_multicycle_path command.
For example, typical constraints set_input_delay and set_output_delay are
applied to a bidir I/O port sdram_dq[7] first. Then set_max_delay and
set_min_delay are applied to the input side as well, as shown in Example 20.
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Example 20. Timing Constraints

For the output side, with a typical constraint set_output_delay associated with a
clock, PrimeTime reports the typical cycle edge-to-edge transfer timing. Setup timing
(Path Type: max) is checked at clock edge 3.757 ns of associated clock
sdram_dqs_out; hold timing (Path Type: min) is checked at clock edge 0.000 ns.
The maximum output delay number 0.310 can be seen as output external delay
in the Path : max timing report; the minimum output delay number –0.480 can be
seen as output external delay in the Path : min timing report, as shown in
Example 21 and Example 22.
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Example 21. Timing Path Constrained with set_output_delay (part 1)
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Example 22. Timing Path Constrained with set_output_delay (part 2)

For the input side, timing exception command set_max_delay 0.000 -from
[ get_ports { sdram_dq[7] } ] and set_min_delay -3.757 -from
[ get_ports { sdram_dq[7] } ] dominate the set_input_delay constraints.
PrimeTime does not check timing at the rise or fall edge of a capture clock, but checks
timing against the max_delay or min_delay.
1

The set_input_delay max 0.210 and min -0.310 are also applied in
PrimeTime and are shown as input external delay in the timing reports. When
calculating the set_max_delay/set_min_delay numbers, designers may need to
subtract the input_delay max/min numbers from the requirement, as shown in
Example 23 and Example 24.
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Example 23. Timing Path Constrained with set_input_delay and set_max_delay
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Example 24. Timing Path Constrained with set_input_delay and set_min_delay

Conclusion
PrimeTime timing reports are the standard deliverable from the Altera HardCopy
Design Center to the designer. The designer must review these timing reports and
approve them before the design can proceed to STA sign-off. Basic register-to-register
timing transfers in PrimeTime are described in this application note. Various
examples are provided and explained to help the designer understand HardCopy
ASIC-specific pin and instance names for register, memory, DSP, I/O, PLL, and other
blocks.
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